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 Cartography = Science + Art

 Cartography = Make maps that people want to 

look at



Cartography

 What can a map show us?

 Words can be part of the art to illustrate our point 

of view







Cartography

 Older maps 

were hand-

drawn

 Additional 

conclusions 

can be drawn 

depending on 

who drew the 

map



Why do Cartographers make maps?

 Spatial visualization – as opposed to charts, 

graphs, tables

 Communicate information to others

 Synthesize layers of information

 Explore, query, and analyze information

 Used to generate hypotheses or questions

 Inform decision making



Cartographer “Code of Ethics”

 Each Map should have a defining purpose or goal

 Know your audience; pay attention to differing 

cultural values and principles



Cultural Diversity Map of Syria, May 2011

 Who is the 
audience?

 Why was this 
map in the NYT 
in early May 
2011?

 Was the 
Cartographer 
knowledgeable 
enough about the 
Middle East?



Cartographer “Code of Ethics”

 Do not intentionally lie with data…

 Show all relevant data; don’t discard data simply 

because they oppose your position

 Strive for accurate portrayal of the data at all scales; 

don’t select symbols that bias the map interpretation

 Avoid plagiarizing; report all data sources

 Is your map repeatable by other cartographers?

 Sometimes these codes are not so well defined…







Propaganda 



Map Symbology



Map Symbols

“Cartography is about representation”
Alan M. MacEachren, How Maps Works



Map symbols

 Symbols are the graphic language of maps

 Selecting and designing symbols are a major part 

of creating a successful map



Map symbol properties

 Shape

 Size

 Color

 Hue

 Value (tone, saturation)

 Texture

 Orientation
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Color | hue, saturation, value
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Labels as symbols





Map Label | characteristics

 Fonts

 Family (Times New Roman, Arial)

 Posture (italics, BOLD, underline)

 Case (lower case, UPPER CASE, Title Case)

 Size Size Size
 S p a c i n g

 Symbols or icons can be used 

 Effects callouts



Map Label | effects



Map Labels | general rules

 No more than 2 font families on maps

 To establish different categories change characteristics

 Serif font for physical features

 A serif is a small ‘foot’ or finishing stroke on a letter

 Rivers, mountain ranges, lakes, etc.

 San Serif for cultural features

 Fonts without serifs (‘sans’ means without)

 Cities, states, countries, counties, etc.



Map labels & symbols

Resources



Map symbols | resources

 Type Brewer, 

http://www.typebrewer.org/typebrewer.html

http://www.typebrewer.org/typebrewer.html


Map symbols | resources

 Color Brewer, http://colorbrewer2.org/

http://colorbrewer2.org/

